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My invention relates to a table hockey 
game in which not only the cleverness of ̀ the 
players plays a röle, but also power can be 
displayed in a certain measure; it ?s su?ted 

s for dwelling rooms, as well as for club 
rooms, for instance sport clubs, where spor 
tive Occupation is now rendered possible also 
as regards the hockey game. _ 

I am aware of the fact that there exist a 
u› plurality of games of somewhat similar 

character intended to be played in rooms but 
they are not so designed as to be worthy of 
being termed sportive games; the-y are un 
able to attract actual -sportsmen Matt-ers 

!5 are different with the. present table hockey. 
As this hockey is intended for use in 

roo?ns it is a matter of course that its di 
mensions must be limited, the more, as it is 
intended for use on a table. I do not claim 

20' these features as new, nor the prgvision of 
so-called goals, but I claim certain impor 
tant details connected with the table or the 
play-ground formed by the table plate. 
There is, ?rst of all, an inelastic bordering 

26 frame or rim running along all sides of the 
table plate and having a height of about 4 
inches and being suitably thick. I wish it 
however, to be understood that said plate 
need not actually be that of an actual table, 

30 but may be any other smooth plate support_ 
ed on feet or the like. At any rate, there is 
said bordering frame or rim around it, and 
it is fastened preferably by ?sh-plate and 
bolts or screws or the like. It is suited to 

35 the purpose to tilt the said frame or rim a 
little inwardly. ` 
The plate or table plate is generall ob 

- long, and this being so I provided the a ove 
mentioned so-called- goals in' theshort sides 

40 of the rim, that is to say, one goal in the 
middle of each of the two short sides, each 
goal being formed by a rectangular recess 

i in the lower rim of the respective side, and 
the length of each recess corresponding to 

45 about twice the diameter of a. ball as used in 
the game. _ 

baäçet or the like is attached 'to the plate or. 
ta e. 
The frame or rim can be taken to pieces, 

-50 or can be collapsed, in order› to reduce its 
_bulk when having been detached from the' 
plate or table. The frame or rim parts may 
be either singly,? and means may be provided 
for attaching the individual parts to the re‹ 

65 spective' plate and, ma be, also for connect 
ing them with each ot er; or the parts may 

Outside each recess a catch_ 

be kept connected with each other continual 
ly by hinges or the like. Also feathers and 
grooves and'similar means may be provided. 
The improved table hockey game is illus 

trated diagrammatically and by way of ex 
ample on the accompanying drawing on 

ill) 

which F igure 1 is a. Vertical cross section i 
through a plate provided with an inwardly 
inclined rim, Figure 2 is a plan of a plate 
and its ríms, a. part of the plate and the 
rims being broken away; Figure 3 is a verti 
cal section through a portion of a. plak and 
the appertaining rim, this ?gure being 
drawn to an enlarged scale and showing a ` 
modi?cation, F igure 4 is a similar v?ew 
showing a section through the middle of 
one of the short rims where there is the goal, 
together with the appertaining?r catch basket; 
Figura 5 shows two rim portions connected 
with each other by feather and groove, and 
Figure 6 is a View of a heating sta?' as used 
in connection with the game, or, more prc 
ci'sely, with the balls of the same. 
The rim or frame shown in the drawing 

consists of wood, metal, slate or any other 
inelastic material, and its cross-sectional 
area is such that it does not vibrate› when 
a ball is running against it. The rim con 
sists of longitudinal members 1 and trans- .i 
verse- members 2, and the several parts con 
stituting the complete rim are connected 
with each other by intermediate connecting 
members 3 located in the middle _of the long 
sides. and by corner pieces 4, as shown in 
Fig. 2. The rim parts are ?rmly connected 
with the table plate by screw clamps 5 and 
spring clamps 6, and each rim art may be 
provided, if desired, with stiíien?ng brackets 
13 (Fig. 3). 
'Each of the transverse rim parts 2 is pro_ 

'vided with a recess 7 forn?ing a goal, and 
outside the same is provided a wire basket 
9 which serves as ball catch and is as high 
as the rim 2. The wire basket or ball catch 
'8 is covered with a netting 9 and Secured 
;ok the rim by screw connections 10 or the 
1 e. 

The heating staffs 11, Fig. 6, have each a 
,curved end 12 which is covered with a layer 
14: of a fabric, rubber or the like in order to 
dampen the noise arising when a beating 
staff propels a ball. The balls (not shown) 
consist of polished steel or the like and may 
also have a covering of rubber in order to 
still more dampen the noise. 
A game may be played by 4 or 6 or 8 per- , 

10; 
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sons. There are drawn in front of each goal 
two semi-circles, _the one having aradius of 
about 3 inches, the other radius of about 51/2 
in'ches; the semi-circles are drawn with 
chalk, paint or the like. _The goal keepers 
are not allowedto approaeh thegoals nearer 

' than to the inner semi-circle, where as the 

10 

outër semi-circle serves as heating limit for 
the other players, viz, the backs and the for' 
wards. It is suited' to the purpose to choose 

‹ dístinct and different colors ,for the goals, 
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- divided into four. portions or sub-?elds by 

' axial line and ata out one t 
ofthis letter", there being, thus formed rig t- g 

for instance red and green. With the. sim 
plest way of playingthe game, in which case 
there are four layers, there is no further 
subdivísion of tii 
which are at the same time the backs have 
“íhfe goal corresponding to their color at the 
e t. m" ' 

If öpersons are playing the game, the play 
?eld is subdivided into 6 portions or sub 
?eldsby a line lying in the axis of the goals, 
and by two lines lying at right angles there 
to, 'the subdivisions being made in _this way 
that the two inner sub-?elds are smaller than, 
the other sub-?elds, or corner ?elds respec 
tively. The red forward has his place left~ 
handfrom 'the green goalkeeper, and oppo 
site the red forward and righth'and -from 
the green goal kee er 'has the green back?his 
lace, whereas rig ithand from the red goal 
eeper the green forward and lefthand from 

him' the red back have their places. The 
forwards are, thus, at one of the .longitudinal 
sides of the play ?eld and the backsvat the 
other. The banks are, therefore,'con?ned`to 
their corner ?elds and the common free mid 
dle ?eld, whereas the forwards can run from 
their own play ?elds also upon the middle 
?eld and the opposite back ?eld. 

If there are 8 players, the play ?eld is _sub 

a chalk or color line drawn through the 
goals, ,and hy two lines drawn each right 
hand from each oal at riglht an les to said 

ird o the len h 

e play ?eld. The ?orwards I 

hand from` each goal a ?eld port?on or sub 
?eld of about one sixth of the entire'play 
groundr The green back has his place left 
and from the green goalkeeper; at the side 

of this latter, in the middle of the respective 
longitudinal side with the common play ?eld 
portion, the red half-back has his place, and 
at the side of this latter and righthand from 
the red goal the green forward has his place. ' 
The succession at the other longitudinal side 
is this: lefthand from the red goalkeeper 
the red back; at his side, in the middle, the 
green .half-back, and righthand from the 
green goalkeeper the red forward. v 

This havin been made clear, the sportive 
character of t e game in connection with the 
rigid bordering rim and the beating sta? 
becomes obvious from the facts that. clever 
ness, as well as a certain display of power, 
is necessary to› beat the ball away, as Well as 
to. keep it off, the rigidness of the' border 
ing rim and the inelasticity ther?eof being 
dulyconsidered. ' 4 

.I claim: , 4 - › V 

. 1_. A table hockey game, comprising, in 
combínation with the plate serving 'as play 
ground, an inwardly inclin?d rigid oblong 
borderin rim having goals in its shorter 
sides an being so thick as to be unable to 
vibrate, and eatching means arranged outside 
said goals and _being as .high as said bor 
dering rim, s?ibstantially as set' forth. › 
_2. A table hocke game, comprising, in 

.combination with t e plate serving as 'play 
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groundfan inwardly inclined rigid oblong. . 
'detachable bordering rim composed of mem-"4 
bers adapted to be connected with each other 
-and being so thick as tobe unable 'to vibrate, 
means for securing 'said rim members to said 
table, andlcatch?n'g means arranged outs?de 
said oals and being as high as said border 
ing nm, the members located at the _short 
sides of' said table 'having each a goal in 
the central longitudinal axis of the _said 90 
table, substantiallv as 'set forth. i' 
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